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knowledge—standards, methodologies, meth-
ods, metrics, techniques, languages, patterns,
processes, concepts, and so on. Nevertheless,
knowledge in the field still lacks a structured
classification,3 and not all knowledge is trans-
mitted, accessible, or studied in the same way.
For example, where exactly is the enormous
amount of practical knowledge accumulated
regarding object-oriented (OO) microarchitec-
tural design? In other words, where is the
knowledge accumulated from working with
the inherent properties of software—knowl-
edge that’s generally accepted in most projects
as being valuable and useful?4

In this article, we present an ontology that
structures and unifies this accumulated OO
microarchitectural design knowledge. This on-
tology differentiates between declarative and
operative knowledge, and encompasses rules,
patterns, and refactorings. It also encompasses

the differences and relationships between
these types of knowledge.

Elements of OO microarchitectural
design knowledge

An essential item of knowledge in OO de-
sign is the concept of patterns. But this is just
the tip of the iceberg. Suppose we want to spe-
cialize as software engineers in OO design.
Projects such as SWEBOK can help us ascertain
what design is, learn how it’s subdivided, find
the main bibliographical references and so on,
and clearly see how to acquire a sound theo-
retical knowledge of the subject.4 If we con-
centrate part of our professional activity on de-
sign, we must study the practical experience of
other experts in the area, and thus the concept
of a pattern occurs to us. Yet after examining
the main pattern references in OO design, we
still think something’s missing. Besides pat-
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terns, missing elements for formulating a good
microarchitectural design include principles,
heuristics, best practices, “bad smells” (which
indicate that a problem may exist that you
need to address5), and refactorings. Table 1
gives an example of each of these elements.

However, the differences between these ele-
ments aren’t clear. Many of them concern a sin-
gle concept with different names. Others don’t
always contain knowledge gained from experi-
ence. Still others are simply vague concepts.
This confusion leads to a less efficient use of
knowledge, so concepts such as principles and
heuristics are still unknown to some software
engineers and are completely understood by
only a few.10 There’s been considerable progress
in the accumulation of experience-based
knowledge of OO microarchitectural design,
but considerably less progress in its exploita-
tion and classification. This could be an exam-
ple of the Feigenbaum Bottleneck, which Carlo
Pescio describes as follows: “As domain com-
plexity grows, it becomes very difficult for hu-
man experts to formulate their knowledge as
practical strategies ....”11

Our ontology
An ontology describes domain knowledge

in a generic way and provides an understand-
ing of it. Using an ontology can help

■ Structure and unify accumulated essential
knowledge

■ Improve communication
■ Teach concepts and their relationships
■ Share knowledge
■ Resolve terminological incompatibilities

Thus, defining an ontology that structures
and unifies OO microarchitectural design
knowledge is important. However, before we
describe our ontology, we first explain its scope.

Scope of OO microarchitectural ontology
Referring to the SWEBOK guide,4 we deter-

mine that our ontology falls under Software
Design. However, it’s not clear in which of
the six subareas of this category it belongs.
There are places for two of the elements of
knowledge we’ve been considering: princi-
ples (“enabling techniques” in the SWEBOK

guide) under Software Design Fundamentals,
and design patterns under Software Struc-
ture and Architecture. However, the place
for other concepts such as refactoring isn’t
so obvious (the SWEBOK guide only briefly
mentions refactoring in the Software Main-
tenance section). Our ontology concentrates
on microarchitectures. Therefore, we con-
sider the best fit to be Software Structure
and Architecture because this is the focus of
microarchitectural design strategies. We pro-
pose including a more generic area within
Software Structure and Architecture called
Microarchitectural Knowledge, as Figure 1
shows. We divide this area into OO and
functional knowledge, and our ontology
structures the OO part.

Entities of knowledge
Many elements can be associated with es-

sential knowledge gained from experience
with OO microarchitectural design, but most
are vaguely defined and confusing, and it’s of-
ten unclear whether they constitute knowl-
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Table 1
Examples of OO design knowledge

Knowledge element Example

Principle The dependency inversion principle: Depend on abstractions, not concretions.6

Heuristic “If two or more classes only share common interface (i.e. messages, not methods), then they should inherit from a 
common base class only if they will be used polymorphically.”7

Best practice “See objects as bundles of behavior, not bundles of data.”8

Bad smell Refused bequest (a literal name that Martin Fowler used for a bad smell): These are subclasses that don’t use what 
they inherit.5

Refactoring Extract interface: “Several clients use the same subset of a class’s interface, or two classes have part of their interfaces 
in common. Extract the subset into an interface�.”5

Pattern Observer (a design pattern): Intent is to “define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one object 
changes state, all its dependents are notified and updated automatically��”9
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edge. To clarify the situation, we divide the el-
ements related to OO design knowledge into
two initial groups:

■ Declarative knowledge involves concepts
(heuristics, patterns, bad smells, best prac-
tices, and so on) describing what to do
with a problem.

■ Operative knowledge concerns operations
or processes for making design changes
(parameterized transformations of a pro-
gram preserving its functionality12) and
includes concepts such as refactoring.
Here, we mean design refactoring, not
code refactoring, which is more common.
Although refactoring falls under the Soft-
ware Maintenance category in the SWEBOK

guide, grouping together all knowledge re-
lated to OO microarchitectural design is
important, and this improves its localiza-
tion and utilization.

We can thus establish an initial classifica-
tion of essential experience-based knowledge
of software design with two parts: declarative
and operative. The former indicates what to
do; the latter how. Both cases of knowledge
are based on experience. Figure 2 shows a uni-
fied modeling language (UML) class diagram
expressing our ontology.

Considering only declarative knowledge
without regard to design patterns, we observe
that principles, heuristics, bad smells, and so
on have a common structure with no substan-
tial difference between them. They all have the

structure and form of a rule: They posit a con-
dition and offer a recommendation. A recom-
mendation is not a solution like that of a pat-
tern. Patterns are more formalized than rules,
and pattern descriptions are always broader.
Patterns propose solutions to problems,
whereas rules are recommendations that a de-
sign should fulfill. Unlike patterns, rules use
mainly natural language, which can be more
ambiguous.11

Finally, to complete the description of enti-
ties, we must concentrate on their attributes.
We based our determination of attributes on
the terms used in the catalogue that Erich
Gamma and his colleagues used to describe a
design pattern: name, intent, also known as,
motivation, structure, applicability, partici-
pants, collaborations, consequences, imple-
mentation, sample code, known uses, and re-
lated patterns.9 Many of these items are
common to other elements of knowledge, and
these common attributes are located in the top
knowledge entity in Figure 2.

As to the other attributes under consider-
ation, structure is a synonym for a solution in
a pattern, and we created the recommenda-
tion attribute for rules (which would be close
to the pattern’s solution11). We also created
the mechanics attribute for refactorings—our
name choice here was based on Fowler’s
refactoring catalogue.5 The participants (the
classes or objects participating in the design
pattern and their responsibilities) and collab-
orations (how the participants collectively
carry out their responsibilities) attributes
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Software Engineering Body of Knowledge

Software Design

Software Design
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Object-oriented
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Function-oriented
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Microarchitectural
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Key Issues in 
Software Design
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and Architecture

Software Design
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Software Design
Notations

Software Design
Strategies and Methods

Figure 1. Context and
situation of the ontology
of object-oriented 
microarchitectural 
design knowledge 
according to the 
SWEBOK guide.4
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concern declarative knowledge. The sample
design attribute concerns operative knowl-
edge. We substituted the implementation at-
tribute for mechanics. We generalized the re-
lated patterns attribute, and it appears in
each of the relationships between entities.

Relationships
We now focus on the relationships between

entities (see Figure 2).

Applying a rule implies using a pattern. Intro-
ducing a rule often leads to a new design, which
requires a pattern. For example, consider the De-
pendencies on Concrete Classes Rules (DCCR)
design rule. (The “Example of an Object-Oriented
Microarchitectural Design Rule” sidebar gives
the attributes for such a design rule.) This rule in-
troduces an abstract class or an interface,6 which
in turn necessitates a creational pattern to create
instances and associate objects in the new situa-
tion.9 Not all rules imply the introduction of a
pattern, so cardinality is 0 to n. A clear case oc-
curs when we apply rules that work only inside
a module—for example, the “long method” rule,
a bad smell according to Fowler.5

Applying a pattern implies using another pattern.
Catalogues and pattern languages have featured
this relationship for some time. An example is
the map of relationships between patterns pre-
sented by Erich Gamma and his colleagues.9

Once again, cardinality is from 0 to n; we can see
in the work of Gamma and his colleagues how
adapter, proxy, and bridge patterns are isolated.9

Introducing declarative knowledge using oper-
ative knowledge. In the design, each element
of declarative knowledge (rules and patterns)
is introduced by an element of operative
knowledge (a refactoring), with cardinality
from 1 to n. This is obvious because it doesn’t
make sense for an element of declarative
knowledge to exist if it can’t be introduced.

First, we can implicitly observe the relation-
ship between patterns and refactorings by
reading some of the refactoring catalogues that
concentrate on the design level.5 Gamma’s cat-
alogue states that “design patterns provide the
refactorings with objectives.”9 Moreover,
there’s a natural relationship between patterns
and refactorings: Patterns can constitute the
objectives; and refactorings, the way to achieve
those objectives. In fact, there should be cata-
logues of refactorings for all design patterns.5

In this way, refactorings (such as “Replace type
code with state/strategy” or “Form template
method”) can focus on introducing patterns
within a system (again to emphasize that these
are design refactorings, not code refactorings).

Second, researchers haven’t studied the re-
lationship between rules and refactorings as
much as between patterns and refactorings.
Rules can be introduced in the design just like
patterns by using refactorings. Such refactor-
ings store knowledge about how to introduce
elements in designs in a controlled way. Con-
tinuing with the DCCR example, to resolve a
violation of this rule, we insert an abstract en-
tity into the design, which software engineers
would normally handle using refactorings.
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Object-oriented microarchitectural
design knowledge
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Figure 2. Unified 
modeling language
(UML) class diagram
expressing our ontology
for object-oriented 
microarchitectural 
design knowledge.
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An element of operative knowledge comprises
other elements of operative knowledge. Ex-
amples of this composition are available in
refactoring catalogues such as Fowler’s,5

which show, for instance, that the “Extract
method” refactoring is not composed but is
used by others (cardinality 0 to n).

Why some relationships aren’t included in the
ontology. Finally, we must explain why other
relationships are not included:

■ A pattern implies the use of a rule. Introduc-
ing a pattern must not violate a rule; apply-
ing a pattern shouldn’t reduce design quality.
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In line with our ontology, we developed a unified
catalog composed of 20 rules. To improve the detec-
tion of rules, we named them according to their condi-
tion. So, for example, here we define the rule called “If
there are dependencies on concrete classes.”

Intent
The strategy of this rule depends on interfaces or

abstract classes rather than on concrete elements.

Also known as
This rule is also known as a dependency inversion

rule, or “programming to an interface, not an implementation.”

Motivation
The structural design shows a particular type of dependency

in which high-level modules depend on low-level ones. High-
level modules handle policies with low-level modules. Generally
speaking, these policies have little to do with the details of their
implementation. So, why do high-level modules depend directly
on implementation modules?

Object-oriented architectures show dependencies mostly on
abstractions; the modules that contain implementation details
also depend on these abstractions, and not vice versa. Thus,
the dependency has been inverted.

This rule implies that each design dependency’s objective
must be an interface or an abstract class; the dependencies
must not have concrete classes as objectives. Concrete things
are far more liable to change than abstract ones.

Applicability
Use this rule when you find dependencies on or associations

with concrete classes that may change.
Don’t use this rule when a dependency exists on a concrete class

that’s unlikely to change—for example, a library class such as String.

Recommendation
If there are dependencies on concrete classes, these depend-

encies should be on abstractions, as in Figure A.

Participants
The participants include the client, concrete server (imple-

mentation), and abstract server class (concrete server interface).

Collaborations
The client communicates with the abstract server class, and

the concrete server implements the abstract server.

Consequences
This rule has the following benefits: It allows the introduction

of abstractions to extend the design without modifying it; limits
the effect of design variations; lets all subclasses respond to in-
terface requests; and ensures that clients aren’t aware of the
specific types of objects used.

Known uses
This rule is used in many design patterns, frameworks, and

component models.

Implies the use of (patterns)
One of the most common situations in which a design de-

pends on concrete classes is when instances are created. By
definition, it’s impossible to create instances of abstract classes.
Concrete classes must be instanced, and the creational patterns
(abstract factory, builder, factory method, prototype, and sin-
gleton) allow this instantiation. These patterns provide different
ways to associate an interface with its implementation. Cre-
ational patterns ensure that your system is written in terms of
interfaces, not implementations.

Is introduced by (refactorings)
Extract interface refactoring can introduce this rule.

Example of an Object-Oriented Microarchitectural Design Rule

Concrete server
<<Concrete>>

Abstract server
<<Abstract or interface>>Client

Client Concrete server
<<Concrete>>

Figure A. Recommendation if there are dependencies on 
concrete classes.
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■ A rule implies the use of another rule. Sim-
ilar to the previous case, introducing one
rule must not violate another; applying a
rule shouldn’t reduce design quality.

■ Operative knowledge implies declarative
knowledge. A refactoring doesn’t know
which rule or pattern it uses.

C urrently, we are working on metrics as-
sociated with OO microarchitectural
knowledge. We also plan to investigate

how elements of knowledge can influence OO
design quality, discover and catalogue more
knowledge elements, and carry out several em-
pirical studies about these topics.
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